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FEATURED PROJECT

REVIT MODEL & CD SET FOR FLORIDA CHILDHOOD CENTER

Childhood centers in the USA are facilities that provide care and education for young children. In a recent project
focused on an early childhood center, we successfully navigated the complexities of integrating a pre-engineered
metal building structure. Construction requirements typically include adherence to zoning, compliance with building
codes, health and safety regulations, meeting licensing criteria, adhering to childcare facility standards, and
following educational guidelines.

Leveraging a suite of software including AutoCAD Architecture, AutoCAD, Bluebeam, Revit, and Lumion, we were
able to deliver a complete set of construction drawings, realistic renders, and an interactive Revit model that
exceeded client expectations.

Project Journey:

Received basic floor plan CAD file and reference projects from the client.

Delivered a complete set of construction drawings, renders, and a Revit model.

Provided a pre-engineered metal building structure for the school building.

Challenges Overcome:

Extensive self-research on pre-engineered metal buildings, proactive client engagement, reference to
similar projects, and ongoing feedback and queries.

COMPANY UPDATES

CHECK OUT NEW VIDEO ADDITION: ARCHITECTURAL CAPABILITIES

TEAM NEWS

The deep-rooted passion for cricket among Indians was once again evident in the recently organized ISP Cricket
Tournament - 2024, held across our three operational divisions in India. Heartfelt congratulations to the Surat
Superstars (Location: Surat), Mighty Mumbaikars (Location: Nashik), and the Washington Warriors (Location:
Ahmedabad) on their well-deserved victories in the tournament.

The event proved to be an excellent opportunity for team building and bonding. The sporting extravaganza not
only helped us alleviate stress but also provided a platform to channelize our positive energy. This tournament
provided an opportunity for individuals within the ISP to understand and appreciate each other better.

At the end of the day, the event helped us build strong relationships, maintain physical fitness, and imbued us with
the confidence to conquer any obstacle.

As our HR Head, Dhara Upadhyay, aptly said, "Engaging in physical activity is crucial for enhancing brain
function. Spending excessive time in the workplace often results in one-dimensional thinking. Sports, on
the other hand, helps individuals improve their critical thinking and self-assurance."

WATCH THE THRILLING FINALE MATCH

Women's Day is indeed a globally significant occasion, and at ISP, we wanted to commemorate it in a truly
remarkable manner. That's why we organized a three-day celebration filled with diverse activities. At ISP, we honor
and celebrate women every single day. Our vibrant community of women united for a joyous celebration filled with
camaraderie and colors. We convened for a group session, sharing stories of inspiration and empowerment,
highlighting the incredible women who inspire us daily. Our bonds were strengthened over a delightful lunch,
fostering unity among us. Adding an artistic flair, we embraced Mandala art, each contributing with creativity and
enthusiasm, creating beautiful artworks that symbolized our unity and creativity. At ISP, celebrating women's
achievements isn't confined to an event; it's a daily pledge to nurture inclusivity and empowerment.

SEE OUR WOMEN BALANCING FUN & WORK

MEET NEW ISPians

INDIA NEWS EXCLUSIVES

The artisans of Vadakara, India, showcased their ingenuity by transforming plastic waste into a vibrant and
sustainable home named "Toy Storey." The residence features an earthen facade adorned with over 6,200 discarded
plastic toys, creating a unique and visually striking design. This project not only showcases sustainable practices
but also serves as a nostalgic reminder of childhood memories. Wallmakers' creative use of recycled materials
highlights the potential for eco-friendly architecture to be both aesthetically pleasing and environmentally
conscious, setting an inspiring example for sustainable construction practices.
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